United States Patent Information for
OnGuard®/TEVADAPTOR® Products

SIMPLIVIA HEALTHCARE

In accordance with 35 USC § 287(a), Simplivia Healthcare Ltd. ("Simplivia") provides United States Patent information concerning its products on this website (each of them a "Product", and collectively "Products"). For each of the Products listed below, the Product is patented under, made under, or used under one or more of the patents listed with the Product's name.

The patent information displayed on this page is believed to be accurate as of the most recent update of the page but should not be considered exhaustive.

In particular, the omission of a particular patent from a Product's entry on this page is not a representation or admission by Simplivia that that patent does not cover the Product; nor does the absence of any listing on this page for a specific Simplivia Product constitute a representation or admission by Simplivia that that Product is unpatented. In addition, although Simplivia has attempted to keep the information on this page reasonably current, certain patents listed on this page may still have expired since the page was last updated.

Please find the Product name below to view associated United States Patents:

OnGuard® Closed Medication System with TEVADAPTOR® components (including the TEVADAPTOR® syringe adaptor, the TEVADAPTOR® vial adaptor and the other TEVADAPTOR® elements):

Patented under U.S. Patent Numbers 8,512,309; 9,549,875; 8,122,923; 8,511,352; 9,345,641; 9,532,927 and 10,022,531.